Terms & Conditions – Saturday
1. Promoter is SKYCITY Adelaide Pty Ltd t/as SkyCity Adelaide of North Terrace, Adelaide, SA ABN 72
082 362 061 (hereafter known as “SkyCity Adelaide”). SA Licence No. T21/740
2. Promotion commences at 6pm Saturday 5 June 2021 and concludes at 9.30pm Saturday 27 November
2021.
3. By entering into and participating in this promotion, each entrant fully and unconditionally agrees to and
accepts these terms and conditions.
4. All promotional material including information on internal signage forms part of the conditions of entry.
Failure to observe the conditions of entry may result in disqualification.
5. The promotion is only available to SkyCity Adelaide patrons who have:
5.1. scanned the designated promotion QR code located within SkyCity Adelaide; and
5.2. entered their relevant contact details into the QR code form,
during the periods specified in clause 6.
6. Entry into each respective draw will only be permitted where the patron has complied with the
requirements outlined in clause 5 between 6:00pm and 9:00pm on the same Saturday that the relevant
draw is scheduled to take place. For the avoidance of any doubt, all entries will be voided at the
conclusion of each respective draw and patrons will be required to re-qualify for entry into each
subsequent draw in accordance with these terms and conditions.
7. SkyCity Adelaide does not accept responsibility for any incorrect details that are entered into the QR
code competition entry form prior to each draw taking place. It is each patron’s responsibility to ensure
that their contact details are correct.
8. There will be a draw conducted at 9:30pm on each Saturday during the promotional period. Each draw
will take place at a back-of-house location at SkyCity Adelaide. A SkyCity Adelaide Promotional Host (or
delegate) will conduct the draw via a computerised random drawing system (as approved by the Liquor
and Gambling Commissioner under approval number T06/2451 or E54/2006). The drawn patron will,
subject to clause 9, win $10,000 in cash.
9. Once the drawn patron has been determined:
9.1. their name will be announced over SkyCity Adelaide’s PA system; and
9.2. the promotional host (or delegate) will attempt to contact the patron via the contact number provided
in the QR code entry form.
The drawn patron is, within 10 minutes of the PA announcement being made or when contact has
attempted to have been made by SkyCity (whichever is later), required to proceed to the promotional host
at the relevant location together with adequate identification (e.g. current photo ID), or approach a SkyCity
Adelaide staff member who can then notify the promotional host. If a drawn patron fails to do so within the
timeframe allowed, then a ‘no winner’ will be declared and a re-draw will take place according to the
procedures specified in these terms and conditions until an eventual winner is found.
10. SkyCity Adelaide cannot guarantee that all announcements can be heard in all parts of SkyCity
Adelaide.
11. Drawn patrons are not permitted to send a proxy to claim their prize. SkyCity Adelaide reserves the right,
in its absolute discretion, to extend the time limit set out within these terms and conditions if SkyCity
Adelaide forms the reasonable view that a drawn patron will be physically unable to comply with such
time limit due to incapacity or any other such impairment. It is the responsibility of the drawn patron to
request such time extension from a SkyCity Adelaide staff member who can then notify the promotional
host before making their way to the promotional host at the draw location. Time extensions will not be
granted retrospectively.
12. Total maximum potential prize pool for this promotion is $240,000.
13. Winners’ details will be published on the SkyCity website on or before 27 December 2021.
14. In the event that any of the winners are found to be ineligible (including due to any host
responsibility/barring considerations or behavioural issues) then a redraw will take place following the
same procedures described in these terms and conditions.

15. Employees of SkyCity Adelaide are ineligible to enter this promotion.
16. If, for any reason, any aspect of this promotion is not capable of running as planned, including (but not
limited to) by reason of tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any cause
beyond the control of SkyCity Adelaide, SkyCity Adelaide may in its sole discretion cancel, terminate,
modify or suspend the promotion, or invalidate any affected entries, subject to the approval of the
relevant gaming authority, if required.
17. Participation in the promotion means acceptance of these terms and conditions and confirms acceptance
to participate in any reasonable publicity or advertising that SkyCity Adelaide may request, including
photographs and use of your image for promotional purposes.
18. SkyCity Adelaide shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever which is suffered (including but
not limited to indirect or consequential loss) or for personal injury which is suffered or sustained
throughout the course of this promotion, including as a result of taking any of the prizes, except for any
liability which cannot be excluded by law.
19. Entrants must be 18 years or over.
20. SkyCity Adelaide management’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be entered into.

Promoter is SkyCity Adelaide Pty Ltd of North Terrace, Adelaide, SA. Promotion commences at 6:00pm on 5
June 2021 and concludes at 9:30pm on 27 November 2021. There will be one draw held at 9:30pm each
Saturday of the promotion where one entrant will be drawn to win $10,000 cash. All draws will take place at a
back-of-house location at SkyCity in order to comply with Covid-19 requirements. You must be present to
win. Winners to be published on the SkyCity Rewards website on or before 27/12/2021. Full T&Cs available
at skycityadelaide.com.au or the SkyCity Rewards Hub. SA Licence No. T21/740

